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CALENDAR 

Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday

1 2 3 4 
Judicial 
Learning 
Center Field 
Trip

7 8 9 
Early 
Release 
11:45am

10 11 
Family Open 
House Wonder 
Wall Cohorts 
8:15 -  9:15am

14 15 16 17 18

21 22 23 24 25

28 29 30 31 
Halloween 
Parade and 
Parties1:45 - 
3:00



THIS WEEK WE… 

“EDUCATION IS THE KINDLING OF A FLAME, NOT THE 
FILLING OF  A VESSEL.”-SOCRATES

Children began 
exploring 
properties of 
volume by asking 
questions: 
What is volume? 

Is it like area?  

 Is it related to 
perimeter?

Selim’s dad, Damir came to 
talk to us about becoming a 
U.S. Citizen. 

“Do you ever wish the war 
didn’t happen and that you 
never had to leave Bosnia?” - 
Wisdom

Colin and Selim’s work with 
chain reactions. 

 
“I would find the equivalent 
fraction and then I know 1/4 
of 1/2 is 1/8.” - Michael

”It’s faster to do 
multiplication like 
this than drawing 
it out.” - Carter



“This treaty 
acknowledges 
the United 
Regions 
existence as a 
free and 
independent 
land.” 

We are breaking 
all ties with the 
Czech-of-Public 
Schools



LEARNING LAB LIMELIGHT 

 
“Hi my name is Joi and My wonder wall is to bake a cookie cake with ice 

cream filling! I am almost at my end result, which is cooking the cake, 
and I thought it would be great to post what i am doing on our “Spot 
Light” ! I chose this idea for my wonder wall because I always bake 
cookies on the weekend with my dad! And also I love cooking and it is 
very interesting! Also it was kind of a challenge for me because it is a 
giant cookie, but it has ice cream in it. But that's all for my Spot light, 
hope to hear you from you all soon. Bye!!!!!! 



Extra Extra  
Friday’s Field Experience:  Friday we will be heading to the 
Federal Courthouse.  Please make sure your child brings a 
lunch that day, and is dressed business casual.  Please no 
shorts, no athletic pants, no hats.  Jeans and sneakers are 
okay since we will be doing a bit of walking. 

Open House October 11th: Our next family open house will be 
Friday the 11th.  Children will be working in their Wonder Wall 
Cohorts reflecting and planning for next steps.  This is also a 
wonderful time to sign up with a student to be a mentor for 
their work.   

Protest?  Your child’s work with Czech of Public Schools took 
such an amazing turn.  All students will be exploring how 
their voice can impact change through advocacy and protest.  
We ended our work with Czech of Public Schools tying all of 
our experiences back to the American Revolution and 
Declaration of Independence.  The learning lab held a Hudson 
Congress to address the Queens and create a Treaty of 
Hudson. 



Hudson Mission:  The Hudson School is committed to nurturing 
resilient, lifelong learners. 

Our Personal Commitments to you, and your children. 

I will provide my students rich, engaging opportunities that allow children to discover who they 

are as individuals and as learners, while cultivating a joyful and nurturing environment where 

they are celebrated for who they are. -Carla Pingel 

I will work each day to create space for joy, passion, and new learning for all children.  

Through this work we will create a loving and caring space for one another and realize our 

potential. -Danielle Zuroweste 

I will become a part of the Hudson school community by engaging with students, faculty, and 

staff on a daily basis. I will fuel student passions, learn about myself as an educator and the 

teaching profession, and try to make a positive difference to the best of my ability.

-Kaitlin Kilby



Carla Pingel 
Call or Text (314) 
Email pingel.carla@wgmail.org 
Instagram @hudson5throcks 
Twitter @CarlaPingel 

Kaitlin Kilby 
Twitter @miss_kilby 
Email: kilby.kaitlin@wgmail.org

Danielle Zuroweste 
Call or Text  (314) 717 - 0142 

Email zuroweste.Danielle@wgmail.org 
Instagram @hudson5th 

Twitter @DZuroweste 
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